Research on Skeleton Data Compensation of Gymnastics based on Dynamic and Static Two-dimensional Regression using Kinect
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Abstract: The intelligent training and assessment of gymnastics movements require studying motion trajectory and reconstructing the character animation. Microsoft Kinect has been widely used due to its advantages of low price and high frame rate. However, its optical characteristics are inevitably affected by illumination and occlusion. It is necessary to reduce data noise via specific algorithms. Most of the existing research focuses on local motion but lacks consideration of the whole human skeleton. Based on the analysis of the spatial characteristics of gymnastics and the movement principle of the human body, this paper proposes a dynamic and static two-dimensional regression compensation algorithm. Firstly, the constraint characteristics of human skeleton motion were analyzed, and the maximum constraint table and Mesh Collider were established. Then, the dynamic acceleration of skeleton motion and the spatial characteristics of static limb motion were calculated based on the data of adjacent effective skeleton frames before and after the collision. Finally, using the least squares polynomial fitting to compensate and correct the lost skeleton coordinate data, it realizes the smoothness and rationality of human skeleton animation. The results of two experiments showed that the solution of the skeleton point solved the problem caused by data loss due to the Kinect optical occlusion. The data compensation time of an effective block skeleton point can reach 180 ms, with an average error of about 0.1 mm, which shows a better data compensation effect of motion data acquisition and animation reconstruction.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The intelligent training and evaluation system of gymnastics movements is conducive to reducing the duplication of a coach’s work. Meanwhile, it is also helpful in providing guidance and accurate evaluation of athletes' learning. The core objective that this system strives to achieve is the capture and reconstruction of human movements. Human body capture devices emerge one after another from mechanical, and wearable to optical ones, but these industrial devices are expensive, either restraining actors' performance or limiting the space where actors can do gymnastics movements.

Microsoft Kinect (MK), the optical unmarked motion capture sensor device was released by Microsoft, combined with a proper SDK, provides color image data, depth image data, and skeleton data at the same time, which can convert the limb information during human movement into data that can be recognized by a computer, and then use the skeleton data to drive the three-dimensional model [1]. Unlike other motion capture devices, it can be applied to a variety of complex environments without too many restrictions, effectively solving the problems of the long production cycle, low efficiency and low reduction in traditional animation production technology. It has made great achievements in many industries, such as film and television animation [2], physical training [2], [3], medical treatment [4]-[8], entertainment [9], [10], and education [11], [12] due to its advantages of convenient use and low price [13] since the release of Microsoft Kinect Xbox (MKv1).

In the motion reproduction experiment of gymnastic characters, it was found that if the captured data is not processed, the action will be distorted to some extent. However, even with the most popular equipment as unity for Kinect [15]-[17] and iPi Motion Capture [18]-[19] SDK that provides a depth data compensation algorithm, the human motion capture is not as smooth and reasonable as expected due to the influence illumination (ambient illumination direction, ground reflection degree) and body occlusion, as well as the angle and distance between the equipment and the captured object. Therefore, in actual application scenarios, the problem of data loss and error must be dealt with. Based on the above analysis, this paper proposes a dynamic and
static two-dimensional regression compensation algorithm (DSRA) solution according to the characteristics of gymnastics and human skeletons. The core idea includes the following three points:

1. Static frame space angle feature: The spatial position of occluded or lost skeleton points is estimated by the distance and angle characteristics of adjacent frames before and after the lost frame.
2. Dynamic frame motion characteristics: The spatial position of occluded or lost skeleton points is estimated by the angular velocity and acceleration of several adjacent skeleton points before and after the lost frame.
3. Least-squares polynomial regression operation: Through effectively captured coordinate data and missing point coordinate data estimated by spatial angle and motion characteristics, polynomial regression operation is carried out to obtain motion change curves to estimate skeleton point spatial coordinates in real-time.

2. RELATED WORK

A. MK development and performance analysis

Microsoft launched a new generation of Azure Kinect (MKv3) in 2019, which is the successor of MKv1 (2010) and MKv2 (2014). Various applications and research are gradually emerging based on MKv3. It helps us understand the dynamic capture sensor by comparing the performance parameters and differences among various versions. In addition, it is also helpful for researchers who still hold onto the previous version to improve the functions and parameters. The parameter characteristics are shown in Table 1., which are quoted from Microsoft’s official website [19].

In addition to the detailed parameters officially released, the researchers also compared the performance stability [20] and availability [21], [22] of the three versions of MK.

The experimental results show that MKv2 is more stable than MKv1, and the average displacement error is less than 10 mm [23]. The range of motion (ROM) error is the smallest when MK rises 45 degrees in front of and tilts towards the player [24], Tölgyessy Dekan et al. proved that the Azure MKv3 surpasses its discontinued predecessors [25], [26] via well-designed experiments.

In terms of the practicability of motion capture, MK has an excellent performance in hand [27], upper limb exercise [28], [29], gait [30], [31], and even jump [6], [20]. Meanwhile, Guh confirmed that the MKv2 skeleton tracker could be used to calculate the relative skeleton kinematics of hip and knee joint angle [32], Bhatja et al. confirmed that the data provided by the MKv2 sensor has good stability in the air, glass, liquid, and other mediums [13].

B. Data compensation correction algorithm

Although each version of MK is optimized with respect to the previous version, it still cannot solve the problem of skeleton data capture loss caused by occlusion in the actual human motion capture process. Based on MKv2, researchers try to deal with the lost data through various algorithms to realize the smoothing of animation, which is the key to this research problem. At present, there are three main methods for data compensation and correction.

The first kind of data correction method is the Kalman filter or its extension method, which is used to extract the lower extremity joint angles [33] and get more accurate human skeleton data combined with the classical Set-Membership filter method [30]. Palmieri [34] also adopts a Kalman filter to make the velocity values of human arms more accurate. Similar to previous research, the Kalman filter is used to obtain the errors of the position and attitude outputs [35]. Some scholars [36] combine it with the multi-frame average method to solve the problem of image edge accuracy. Abbasi [37] also selects gradient descent and unscented Kalman filter methods to improve the cumulative error and occlusion problem successfully.

The second type of data correction method is a mathematical function. Filtering smoothing, for example, is adopted to capture the human joint position data [22], [46]. Ryselis, Petkus et al. [38] propose a data fusion algorithm using algebraic operations in vector space to analyze the dynamic characteristics of human motion during physical exercise. Lyu et al. [39] adopt the combination of a weight-based joint bilateral filter (WJBF) and depth compensation filter (DCF) for depth image restoration. Shotton et al. [42] present an error compensation method based on mathematical statistics, which matches the depth reference value with the depth measurement value to fit the quadratic curve.

The third method is to compensate for the data by combining the motion characteristics and the fitting curve. Humphrey et al. [22] propose a correction technique based on a two-point linear equation, which will analyze the captured data by regression to compensate for the inaccuracy in data collection. Polynomial curve fitting [40] is used to correct the angle error. When the corrected distance is within 8.5 m, the error is less than 20-50 mm. Li et al. [41] use curve fitting technology to compensate for the error. The experiment results show that the algorithm can quickly and effectively reduce the depth error of the Time-of-Flight (TOF) camera and that it is suitable for a real-time and high-precision large field of view 3D reconstruction.

### Table 1. Comparison of MK function parameters of three versions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MK v1</th>
<th>MK v2</th>
<th>MK v3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Color map (Resolution/Hz)</td>
<td>640*480/30 Hz</td>
<td>1920*1080/30 Hz</td>
<td>3840*2140/30 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth map (Resolution/Hz)</td>
<td>320*240/30 Hz</td>
<td>512*424/30 Hz</td>
<td>640*576/30 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Players tracked</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Captured joints/players</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range of Detection</td>
<td>0.8~4.0 m</td>
<td>0.5~4.5 m</td>
<td>0.5~3.86 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal Angle</td>
<td>57°</td>
<td>70°</td>
<td>75°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical Angle</td>
<td>43°</td>
<td>60°</td>
<td>65°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Through the above analysis, it is not difficult to find that the achievement of accurate data capture still requires building a new algorithm based on the physical motion characteristics of the captured object and mathematical model. These studies provide an important idea for this paper. The difference is that this paper will start from the two dimensions of static characteristics and dynamic attributes to regress and analyze the data.

3. METHOD

A. Research problem focus

From depth images to skeletal images, MK has to distinguish the human body from the background environment firstly and scan these regions’ depth images pixel by pixel to determine to which parts of the human body they belong [42], it marks the 32 parts of the human body and obtains their spatial coordinates by utilizing deep learning. Then a skeleton topology is formed to drive the 3D model. The specific process is shown in Fig.1.

Fig.1. Schematic diagram of MK data-driven 3D model.

In practice, if only the skeleton positioning provided by MK’s SDK is used without additional adjustment and constraint, the skeleton movement will be misplaced due to ambient light and skeleton occlusion. In addition, when turning around or being blocked, it is difficult to avoid the loss of captured data. The 3D model will inevitably be distorted. If the captured data is not processed, as shown in Fig.2., it will have a great negative impact on the actual engineering application effect of MK. Therefore, we propose a motion capture data compensation solution for skeleton occlusion.

B. Characteristic analysis of human skeleton nodes

Exploring the characteristics of skeleton data is very important for human motion imitation. However, how to extract discriminant features effectively is still challenging work. The movement of the human body is not caused by the change of the skeletons themselves but by the change of the position and direction of the bones attached to the joints. The length and shape of the bones remain unchanged during the movement, and they are connected by the joints. The topology of the human joint frame structure is shown in Fig.3. Among the joint properties, the most important ones are the degrees of freedom and the range of possible motion of the lattice on the connected joints. The relationship between the length of two adjacent human joint points, the radius of gyration, and the centroid position are shown in Table 2., which gives the parameters of 6 joint points of the human body (height is expressed in H (m)).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Joint</th>
<th>Length H(m)</th>
<th>Gyration radius</th>
<th>Centroid position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upper arm</td>
<td>L_torso = 0.545H</td>
<td>0.830 L_torso</td>
<td>0.6600 L_torso</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crus</td>
<td>L_cru = 0.237H</td>
<td>0.528 L_cru</td>
<td>0.4049 L_cru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thigh</td>
<td>L_thigh = 0.211H</td>
<td>0.540 L_thigh</td>
<td>0.4550 L_thigh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palm</td>
<td>L_palm = 0.108H</td>
<td>0.578 L_palm</td>
<td>0.6306 L_palm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forearm</td>
<td>L_forearm = 0.151H</td>
<td>0.526 L_forearm</td>
<td>0.4306 L_forearm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper arm</td>
<td>L_upper arm = 0.202H</td>
<td>0.542 L_upper arm</td>
<td>0.5506 L_upper arm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Centroid of the radius of gyration of limb joints and their relationship.
According to statistics [43], [44], human skeleton nodes have a certain quantitative relationship. As expressed in formula (1), it can be used as the judgment basis for ratio constraints between different skeletons and effective skeleton data.

\[
\begin{align*}
L_{\text{torso}} &= L_2 + L_3 + L_4 \approx 4L_1 \\
L_{\text{upper arm}} &= 2.2L_1 \\
L_{\text{forearm}} &= 1.9L_1
\end{align*}
\]  

(1)

\(L_{\text{torso}}, L_{\text{upper arm}}, L_{\text{forearm}}\) represent the length of the spine, upper arm and forearm, respectively. \(L_1\) represents the sum of the distance between the center of the head and the neck, the same as formula (2). Before forming the human action description feature vector, it is necessary to determine whether the data is invalid. The basis of judgment is shown in formula (2).

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{L_1 + L_3}{L_4} &\in (4(1 - a), 4(1 + a)) \\
\frac{L_{10}}{L_1} &\in (2.2(1 - a), 2.2(1 + a)) \\
\frac{L_{11}}{L_1} &\in (1.9(1 - a), 1.9(1 + a))
\end{align*}
\]  

(2)

where \(a\) is the allowable error range, and its value will change according to the body shape difference of athletes; through calculation, the estimated value in the experiment is 0.1. The last two equations are the ratio of the left and right two upper arm lengths and the left and right two forearm lengths to the head length, respectively. When the conditions are satisfied, the data are valid, and the human action description feature vector is finally constructed.

C. Dynamic and static two-dimensional compensation algorithm

Before the formal human motion capture, a skeleton rotation angle constraint and a collision box are added to the whole-body skeleton. The skeleton point data will be automatically adjusted and repaired when the captured skeleton orientation exceeds the constraint limit, or a collision occurs. The core idea is to use the skeleton point data before and after the collision and make corrections by combining the movement characteristics. The basic process is shown in Fig.4.

Directly: for any two points, \(P_i(x_i, y_i, z_i)\) and \(P_j(x_j, y_j, z_j)\), the distance can be calculated using formula (3).

\[
d_{x,y,z} = \sqrt{(x_i - x_j)^2 + (y_i - y_j)^2 + (z_i - z_j)^2}
\]  

(3)
Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of mathematical relationship of human skeleton nodes.

Step 2. The Mesh Collider model can be established according to the maximum constraints of human joint movements—the maximum angle between the fore and rear arm of the left hand is 120 degrees—and the critical movement characteristics of occlusion generated by MKv3. When the body movement is close to the model, as shown in Fig. 6., the data compensation algorithm will be activated.

Fig. 6. The Mesh Collider model a) maximum angle of 120° between the fore and rear arm of the left hand in gymnastic movements; b) the critical movement generated by the right arm; c) Mesh Collider of the human body.

There are some limitations when using the Mesh Collider. When Mesh is marked as Convex, it can collide with other Mesh Colliders. In Unity 3D, the specific parameters are set to Kinematic Rigidbody Collider and Kinematic Rigidbody Trigger Collider.

Step 3. According to the coordinates of skeletal points in N frames before the collision, the spatial angle is calculated by the cosine theorem, and the last effective angle before and after the collision is read, as in formulas (4) and (5).

\[ \theta = \arccos \frac{d_{ij}^2 + d_{ik}^2 - d_{jk}^2}{2d_{ij}d_{ik}} \]  
\[ \theta = \arccos \frac{x_j - x_i}{d_{ij}} \]  

Step 4. Static frame spatial coordinate estimation. The static method is used when the lost node has neighboring nodes to capture, by being able to capture the last frame before and after the collision, the angle of the proximity node pinch, the capture lost skeleton node coordinate position is calculated, and the two angle values before and after are obtained, and the average of the spatial position coordinates is achieved via formula (6).

\[ \cos \theta = a \times b / (|a| \times |b|) \]  

If a skeleton node is turned around, a capture loss situation occurs when the parent node is successfully captured, but the child node loses the capture. In this case, the static child node frame can be calculated directly based on the capture data of the parent node.

Step 5. Dynamic frame space motion characteristics parameter estimation. Through the collision data before the proximity of the effective capture of several frames, skeletal motion inertia characteristics parameters are calculated, and the speed of motion and angular acceleration is estimated by displacement. Formulas (7) and (8) are as follows.

\[ \omega = \lim_{\Delta t \to 0} \frac{\Delta \theta}{\Delta t} = \frac{d\theta}{dt} \]  
\[ a = \lim_{\Delta t \to 0} \frac{\Delta \omega}{\Delta t} = \frac{dw}{dt} \]  

Step 6. Dynamic frame space motion coordinate estimation. If the angular velocity and acceleration are obtained, the inverse of the Euclidean distance formula (9) can be performed.

\[ S_{t+\Delta t} = S_t + \frac{1}{2}a\Delta t^2 \]  

Step 7. Least-squares fitting operation: according to the spatial location coordinates of the skeletal points estimated in Step 4 and Step 6, the least squares method polynomial fitting budget is carried out, and the calculation formulas (10), (11), (12) are listed as follows.

\[ f(x) = a_0 + a_1x + a_2x^2 + \ldots + a_kx^k \]  
\[ \text{Loss} = \sum_{i=1}^{n}[y_i - (a_0 + a_1x_i + a_2x_i^2 + \ldots + a_kx_i^k)]^2 \]  
\[ \frac{\partial \text{Loss}}{\partial a_k} = -2 \sum_{i=1}^{n}[y_i - (a_0 + a_1x_i + a_2x_i^2 + \ldots + a_kx_i^k)]x_i^k = 0 \]  

The polynomial parameters are calculated by deriving the parameters to obtain the complete fitting curve formula, which can be used to estimate skeletal coordinates during other motions, and a combination of dynamic methods (pre- and post-collision detection motion acceleration) and static methods (pre-and post-collision spatial pinch angles) is achieved in the fitting process.

The unmasked spatial coordinate positions can be obtained directly, and a simple mean smoothing process can be done to make the overall action smoother. Formula (13) is listed as follows.

\[ \bar{x} = \frac{1}{m} \sum_{i=1}^{m} x_i \]
4. EXPERIMENT & DISCUSSION

We present a critical analysis, interpretation, and evaluation of the obtained results. Two groups of experiments of dimension reduction data compensation test and gymnastics movement capture, and correction experiment were carried out to verify the feasibility of the method in the MKv3 environment.

A. Experimental equipment

1. Hardware device: The experiment was conducted on a mobile computer. The operating system is Ubuntu 18.04 with NVIDIA Quadro p 4000. The memory card is configured as DDR3-1600MHZ-32GB.

Azure Kinect DK: including a 1-megapixel TOF depth camera and 12-megapixels RGB HD camera.


B. Experiment 1: Dimensionality reduction data compensation test

A 10-year-old elementary school student participated in the experiment to perform an arm swing test by intercepting the spatial position data of the skeletal action points every 30 ms, including the arm unfold-occlusion-unfold process, as shown in Fig.7.

The skeletal data rotation vector is a three-dimensional vector, which is downscaled to one-dimensional values for the sake of illustration, and the data are mainly the spatial position data of the Hand Tip nodes in the Y-axis plane of the world coordinate axis, with a total of 24 data points and a time of 25 seconds.

The captured data is compensated and corrected according to the dynamic and static two-dimensional regression algorithm to obtain a set of visual diagrams of data analysis, as shown in Fig.8. The data processing is explained below.

In Fig.8.a), at seconds 8-16, the hand skeletons are obscured, and a disconnect occurs, and the goal of data processing is to connect the missing data smoothly.

Fig.8.b) directly ignores those missing data due to occlusion and performs a polynomial fitting operation using the least-squares method. Since the predicted output is estimated based on the limited valid data before and after, the predicted data may not always be accurate and can be detached from the human motion characteristics in terms of motion trends, leading to large errors.

Fig.7. Skeleton point occlusion test of arm swing (unfold-occlusion-unfold).

Fig.8. Visual diagram of curve comparison between skeleton point estimation data and fitting data.
Therefore, when estimating the lost skeletal data, we cannot disregard movement characteristics, or regard the estimation of the lost skeletal data as pure mathematical calculations. Especially when the motion suddenly starts or stops, pure mathematical predictions may result in a further spread or even amplification of the noise already in the data into future data, which may increase the noisiness of the data.

Fig.8.c) and Fig.8.d) show the static skeletal frame estimation and static skeletal frame regression estimation, respectively. Due to the increase in the amount of data, the trend of the fitted curve has been fundamentally transformed, and the data curve and the fitted curve behave more consistently.

Fig.8.e) and Fig.8.f) introduce motion acceleration, which is estimated by using the motion characteristics of dynamic skeletal frames, and then weighted superposition is performed based on static frames, and the estimated value and the fitted curve are the same after the regression superposition.

Fig.8.f) shows that the actual data and the fitted data perform better, and the curve is relatively smooth, which meets the data estimation requirements.

C. Experiment 2: Gymnastics movement capture and correction experiment

According to the characteristics of gymnastic movements, the effect simulation test was arranged for gymnastic movements with occlusion movements. The experimenter completed the turning movement and side movement, including hand masking and leg masking, and completed the data redirection experiment in a unity 3D environment according to the test data, in which smoothing processing and dynamic and static 2D regression processing for the original data mean were done, respectively. The effect of data-driven animation is shown in Fig.9.

In the effect pictures of animation redirection of the above three groups of real gymnastics movements, it can be seen that there are skeleton positions that do not conform to the characteristics of human movement. The overall effect is improved after correction, and the optimization comparison of action details is shown in Fig.10.

The comparative results showed that the motion reconstruction is approaching close to the real state after data supplement and calculation.

Fig.9. Comparison of skeleton data-driven animation effects (including real action (1st group of pictures), animation processed by unity for Kinect SDK (2nd group of pictures), and animation processed by DSRA (3rd group of pictures).

Fig.10. Details comparison of skeleton data redirection: a) skeleton interpenetration, b) side body skeleton loss, c) skeleton interpenetration from the front and from behind, d) side body skeleton loss.
It was found in the experiment that there is a lot of noise in the coordinate data of the joints obtained by Kinect, and the causes underlying these noisy data may be related to the position of the sensor array, the noise reduction mode, and the accuracy of data rounding that has been introduced in this study. Researchers analyze and optimize specific practical problems from different perspectives. For example, some researchers emphasize the compensation time while others focus more on data errors. This paper compares the compensation time and average error (the average value of the difference between the estimation points and the fitting curve), as shown in Table 3.

It is found that the dynamic and static two-dimensional regression data algorithm is better than other algorithms in many indicators. This method not only simply modifies and compensates the data but also makes full use of the data that can be accurately measured for iteration and estimation.

5. Conclusion

The paper proposes a DSRA method that uses MKv3 to extract human skeletal information (3D coordinates of each joint point), then connects two joint points to define skeletal vectors and skeletal point angles according to the principle of human structure. In the static aspect, the adjacent frames before and after the end of the collision are used for estimation and regression operation using vector relations; in the dynamic aspect, the angular velocity and angular acceleration are estimated by the adjacent frames before and after the collision, and the coordinates of the skeletal points are estimated by time, which are found by least-squares polynomial fitting. The method makes up for the problem of single processing of raw data in previous studies, and the experiment proves that the method effectively solves the problem of data loss during turning, provides a good method for motion capture, completes the data correction of motion capture, and is quite helpful in the field of practical use. It is worth mentioning that the algorithm proposed in the article may not necessarily be adapted to other specific environments as well, taking into account the characteristics of human motion, which also provides a wide space for our future research.
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